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Finishing Fosmid DMAC-48a 
 

My assignment for Bio 434W was to finish the fosmid DMAC-48a, which carries a 
euchromatic region of the Drosophila mojavensis genome not located on the fourth 
chromosome. Initial problems included regions of low quality, high quality discrepancies 
and misalignments, apparent gap(s), and one small possibly extraneous contig. Through 
four rounds of ordering new sequence data and some manual maneuvering of reads, the 
final assembly has no gaps and only one small region of low quality consensus that needs 
to be improved. 
 
Initial Assembly 
 

 
Figure 1: Initial assembly after Crossmatch was run. 
 
Initial Problems with Assembly: 
 
 The issues in my initial assembly (Figure 1) included regions of low quality, high 
quality discrepancies and misalignments, apparent gap(s), and one small contig that may 
or may not have been part of the construct. After investigating these issues, I called new 
reads to gather more data. 
 
Calling new reads: First Round 
 
Finding Insert/Vector Junctions 

First, I searched for custom reads called on this assembly that contained the name 
of the fosmid to locate the fosmid insert ends. These reads, DMAC-48aa.g1 and DMAC-
48aa.b1, were located at the right ends of Contigs 5c and 6, respectively. Contig 5c was 
complimented and the last leftmost high quality base (84) was marked as “Clone end with 
insert on the right.” Similarly, the rightmost high quality base on Contig 6 (34577) was 
marked as the right insert end, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Base 34677 of Contig 6 is tagged as  
“Clone end with insert on left.” 
 

Restriction Digest Mapping 
I suspected that Contigs 5 and 6 have a gap between them because they have 

forward/reverse pairs between them. I was not sure where the gap was located or if 
Contig 4 fit into the assembly because forward/reverse pairs between Contig 4 and 5 
suggested a gap, but custom reads showed that Contig 5 was the insert end. I checked the 
restriction digest maps to see if they showed evidence of a gap. The restriction digests 
maps show an in silico restriction enzyme digest (theoretical digest) of the assembly’s 
consensus sequence alongside a real digest done on the fosmid. For my project, the 
enzymes employed were EcoRV, EcoRI, SacI, and HindIII.  
 

      
Figure 3: a) EcoRV digest with in silico representing the Assembly 5-4-6. b) EcoRV 
“text output” of Figure 3 digest. 
 
 According to the EcoRV digest (Figure 3), the current assembly of contigs does 
not match the fosmid. The text output shows that there is a gap between Contig 5 and 6 
because digested fragments extend beyond their ends. The position of Contig 4 in the 
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assembly is still unknown because it has no restriction cut sites to serve as a reference 
point. Restriction digest mapping cannot solve the placement of Contig 4, so other 
methods were employed, including reassembly of reads and running phredPhrap of new 
data. 
 
 
  
High Quality Discrepancies  

The next aspect of the project that I tackled was the high quality base 
discrepancies (HQDs) (phred>40) in both Contig 5 and 6. As seen in Table 1, thirteen 
high quality discrepancies were resolved. Bases were considered “true” HQDs if the 
surrounding traces were high quality and in agreement with the consensus. (Figure 4a.)  
This is suggests a growth difference in the bacteria or polymorphism in the DNA. The 
base was not considered to be a true HQD if it was in or near a region of low quality, 
such as the end of a read, or if the base showed irregular spacing compared to other reads. 
(Figure 4b) This is indicative of a polymerase error during sequencing. The latter of these 
types of discrepancies was resolved by base editing. 
 
Contig Base True 

HQD? 
Resolved? 

5 1401 NO Base edit: Aà * 
5 2573 YES Comment tag: putative polymorphism 
5 2573 YES Comment tag: putative polymorphism 
5 2701 YES Comment tag: possible growth difference 
5 2701 YES Comment tag: possible growth difference 
5 2846 YES Comment tag: possible growth difference 
6 5433 NO Base edit: * à t 
6 8194 NO Base edit: * à t 
6 13726 NO Base edit: * à a 
6 20973 NO Base edit: * à a 
6 21962 NO Base edit: * à a 
6 25141 NO Base edit: * à a 
6 28392 NO Base edit: *à t 
 Table 1: High quality discrepancies in initial assembly. 
 

Because the DMAC48a fosmid was amplified in host bacteria, there is a 
possibility for a growth difference or mutation event during DNA replication. One 
example of possible growth difference occurs at base 2701. (Figure 4a). At this base 
location where the consensus reads an A, there were two high quality discrepancies on 
different reads. Both of these were high quality and the surrounding sequences were also 
matching the consensus. Both discrepant bases were tagged as “Possible growth 
difference,” and a 4:1 sequencing reaction was called using the top strand as template. 
(Refer to Table 2). The two discrepant bases at 2573 were the same nucleotide, which 
may mean the difference arises from DNA rather than bacteria. These were labeled as a 
putative polymorphism. 
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The edited base at position 21962 is characteristic of most high quality 
discrepancies in Contig 6. (Figure 5) The surrounding area (within 5 bp) was of high 
quality and in congruence with the consensus. Spacing of the wide A peak suggested 
compression of two peaks, which can occur with dGTP chemistry. The * was edited to 
become an “a.” The “a” designates assigns artificially high quality to that particular base, 
as compared to an “A” which would tell Consed that this is the consensus base.  
 

a)  

b)  
Figure 4: High Quality Discrepancies a) “True” HQD on Contig 5; Possible growth 
difference at position 2701 b) not “True” HQD on Contig 6; Position 21962 edited from * 
to “a” due to compression event. 
 
Low quality consensus regions: Ordering New Reads: 
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 When designing primers, I tried to keep in mind the general guidelines for calling 
oligos. These include a primer length of 17-28 bp, melting temperature between 55-88°C, 
appropriate amount and arrangements of Gs and Cs, and that the primer comes from non-
repetitious region of the DNA with high quality sequence. Determination of reaction 
chemistry was also based on knowledge of how each chemistry works. BigDye is the 
standard (and most inexpensive) chemistry, but cannot deal with secondary structures and 
repeats very well. More expensive is dGTP, which can more readily sequence past 
secondary structures, repeats, and high GC content sequences; these represent all the 
places where BigDye crashes. 

 

 
Figure 6: Low quality region on Contig 4 
 

Under general preferences, the threshold for low quality sequence was changed 
from 30 to 25. Figure 6 shows two distinct low quality regions of Contig 4: 1-22 and 719-
909. Because Contig 4 had not been located in the construct, I called all three reaction 
chemistries for two from high quality sequence in the middle of the contig that did not 
have a “match elsewhere” tag. One of these primers would sequence from each end of 
Contig 4.  
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Figure 7: Misaligned and/or low consensus quality region of Contig 5. a) Dim Nothing b) 
Dim low quality or unaligned 
 

Two distinct regions (1-81 and 2936-2977) were found for Contig 5. The 1-81 bp 
region is at the left end of the insert so does not need additional sequences. For the right 
region, a top strand primer was called from 2819 to 2843 to sequence across the area 
shown in Figure 7. Consed did not list any high quality primers; all three reaction 
chemistries will be used in an attempt to overcome this problem. Another reason for 
using all three chemistries is that the reads in this area were not well-aligned with one 
another, so more coverage from high quality data is needed to clarify the consensus 
sequence. 
 

 
Figure 8: Low quality region of Contig 6 
 

Contig 6 showed two distinct regions: 1-51 and 34578-34657. The higher base 
number region is at the end of the insert so additional reads do not need to be called. For 
the 1-51 base region, which is most likely a gap between either Contig 4 or 5, a read was 
called using 4:1 reaction chemistry (Figure 8). No large sequencing obstacle was noted, 
simply the low quality sequences at the beginning of the reads.  

 
Incorporating new data from sequencing: Round 1 
  

 
Figure 9: Read incorporated from Round 1 of sequencing. 
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Before results returned for my first round of sequencing, I was able to obtain data 
from another student working on the same project. A student from the C. Hauser Lab 
called one read. The primer was sequenced towards the left end of Contig 6, or into the 
gap, which is shown in Figure 9. As indicated on Table 2, three reaction chemistries were 
used. After adding these new reads, one of them (dGTP reaction chemistry) was 
incorporated into Contig 6, and helped improve the sequence quality at the left end (gap) 
region. With the newly incorporated data, I checked to see if new and better primers were 
available compared to my first choices., but none were. The only change was to switch 
the 4:1 only reactions to all three chemistries (BigDye, 4:1, and dGTP) because during 
the first round of sequencing, dGTP reactions had the most success. 
 
Comparison with Autofinish: 
 After calling reads for my first round I compared my oligos to the ones chosen by 
the Autofinish program. Autofinish selected three oligos: 
 
Auto/Me Contig Problem Area Reason 
Auto 5 1-81 Low quality data. 
Both 5 2936-2977 Low quality data/gap 
Both 6 1-51 Low quality data/gap 
Me 5 2701 Possible growth difference 
Me 4 1-22 Low quality data/possible gap 
Me 4 719-909 Low quality data/possible gap 
Table 1: My reads compared to Autofinish for Round 1 of sequencing 
 

The only problem area for which Autofinish identified a primer but I did not was 
the left end of Contig 5. Autofinish found this to be a low quality region. However, I 
determined sequencing to be unnecessary because of the custom read called earlier that 
indicates it is a clone end. Additional reads that I called, as described above, were to 
clarify possible growth differences, and to obtain more sequence data for Contig 4. I 
chose to call these reads even though Autofinish did not because I thought they could add 
helpful data to my project. A full list of reads called and results are found in Table 2. 
 
Calling New Reads: Second Round: 
 

 
Figure 10: Assembly resulting from running phredPhrap to incorporate Round 2 reads. 
 
 I attempted to incorporate the new reads in two ways: first, by using the “add new 
reads” function of Consed, and second by running phredPhrap, which reassembles all 
available reads including the new ones. Figure 10 shows that when new reads were 
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incorporated using phredPhrap, the gap between Contig 5 and 6 was closed and the 
resulting contig was labeled “Contig 5.” The junction between the two consisted of 
mostly the new reads, three of which were top strand, and one bottom strand. Also across 
this gap was the one C. Hauser Lab read from previous sequencing. As seen in Figure 11, 
these were mostly low quality, with the exception of one read with moderate quality. The 
remaining seventeen reads (six of which were called from the C. Hauser Lab) could not 
be incorporated due to low quality sequence. (Refer to Table 2.) 
  

Round 2 of Sequencing 
Cntg Problem 

Region 
Primer 
Region 

Rxn 
Chem 

Result 

5 2701 2197 BigDye Not incorporated 
5 2701 2197 4:1 Incorporated, low quality 
5 2701 2197 dGTP Incorporated, low quality 
4 1-22 95 BigDye Not Incorporated 
4 1-22 95 4:1 Not Incorporated 
4 1-22 95 dGTP Not Incorporated 
4 719-909 424 BigDye Not Incorporated 
4 719-909 424 4:1 Not Incorporated 
4 719-909 424 dGTP Not Incorporated 
5 2956-2977 2819 BigDye Not Incorporated 
5 2956-2977 2819 4:1 Incorporated, moderate quality 
5 2956-2977 2819 dGTP Not Incorporated 
6 1-51 180 BigDye Not Incorporated 
6 1-51 180 4:1 Incorporated, low quality 
6 1-51 180 dGTP Not Incorporated 
Table 2: Summary of reactions called and results in Round 2 of Sequencing 
 

 
Figure 11: Dim nothing of low quality region where Contig 5-6 gap previously was.  
  
 I preferred not to have phredPhrap reassemble my reads because, as will be 
discussed later, I have pulled out and rejoined a few misaligned reads. When using the 
“add new reads” function of Consed incorporated new sequences, the same reads were 
included. However, the gap could not be force joined. New reads were on each side of the 
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gap, but they were of low quality so search for string did not yield any matches. 
Restriction digest mapping was inconclusive at this point, so was concerned about the 
accuracy of the gap closure. As described below, I decided to call more reads across this 
area as I suspended low quality consensus sequence might have been responsible for 
restriction digest problems. 
  
Remaining Problems: Contig 4 and Low consensus quality 
 The two major problems remaining with my assembly are the low quality region 
that was just discussed, and the possibly extraneous Contig 4. The gap between Contigs 5 
and 6 was closed by the newly incorporated reads, so there are no additional gaps 
between Contig 4 and Contigs 5 or 6. The ends of the insert have also been identified, 
suggesting that Contig 4 does is not actually a part of the DMAC-48a assembly.  
 

 
Figure 12: Reads from Contig 4 do not align with a homologous region in Contig 5. 
 

Contig 4 has only four reads, but was included in the assembly view because 
Crossmatch found a homologous region, and two forward/reverse pairs of reads were 
found across Contig 4 and Contig 5. The two reads that were marked as mate pairs were 
pulled out from Contig 4. Search for string matched each with Contig 5, but upon 
comparison and alignment, it was apparent that these two reads should not be 
incorporated into Contig 5, so they were not joined. Figure 12 provides an example of the 
high quality misalignment. It should also be noted that the region where Consed aligns 
reads from Contig 4 and 5 is not the same region where the gap between Contig 5 and 6 
was closed. This is further evidence that there was no gap between Contig 4 and Contig 5 
or 6. One possible explanation for these forward/reverse pairs is that these reads are from 
another part of the genome containing a repeat to part of Contig 5. After the shotgun 
genome sequencing, these reads could have been misaligned into DMAC48a. After 
removal of forward/reverse pairs, Contig 4 was no longer seen in the Assembly View 
because it had only two reads. Investigation of reads paired with the two removed from 
Contig 4 showed no high quality discrepancies or misalignments. This new assembly is 
shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Assembly view after resolving Contig 4 
 
 The remaining low quality region is located in the general area of 2866-3307 and 
consists of 21 specific regions. This is the area spanning what was previously the gap 
between Contig 5 and 6.  

 
 Figure 14: Low consensus quality after Round 2 
 
 A second run of primers used in Round 1 of sequencing yielded additional, higher 
quality reads. Incorporation of these new reads decreased the amount of low quality data 
regions from twenty-one to nine (Refer to Figures 14 and 15). The combination of 
slightly better trace quality and more coverage brought up the overall consensus phred 
quality in the closed gap region. 
 

 
  Figure 15: Low consensus quality after Round 2a 
 
Calling New Reads: Round 3 
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The only remaining issue with my project is the aforementioned low quality area. 

Because of difficulties with sequencing, a fourth round of oligos was called before data 
for the third round was obtained. To improve sequence quality and reduce misalignments 
in this region, I called bottom strand oliogs from both the right end and middle of the low 
quality region. During Round 4, I called reads from both the left and right end, as well as 
one top strand primer through the middle. For the left end (top strand) primer, I chose a 
primer embedded in the region before 2780 where bases became discrepant. No high 
quality primers were listed, so the primer guidelines were loosened to find a suitable 
oligo. All three oligos were ordered with BigDye, 4:1, and dGTP reaction chemistry. All 
are listed, with results, in Table 3.  

 
Rounds 3 and 4 of Sequencing 

Rnd Cntg Problem 
Area 

Primer 
Area 

Rxn 
Chem 

Result 

3 5 2866-3308 3561 BigDye Not incorporated-too low quality 
3 5 2866-3308 3561 4:1 Not incorporated-too low quality 
3 5 2866-3308 3561 dGTP Not incorporated-too low quality 
3 5 2866-3308 3148 BigDye Not incorporated-too low quality 
3 5 2866-3308 3148 4:1 Not incorporated-too low quality 
3 5 2866-3308 3148 dGTP Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2703 BigDye Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2703 4:1 Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2703 dGTP Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 3562 BigDye Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 3562 4:1 Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 3562 dGTP Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2840 BigDye Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2840 4:1 Not incorporated-too low quality 
4 5 2866-3308 2840 dGTP Not incorporated-too low quality 
Table 3: Summary of reactions called and results in Rounds 3 and 4 of Sequencing. 
 
 
Incorporating reads from Rounds 3 and 4 
 For the last two rounds of sequencing, no useful data was obtained. (Refer to 
Table 3.) In both cases, sequences were of poor quality and completely unusable. Figure 
16 shows an example of typical trace found in reads from Round 4. 
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Figure 16: Typical low quality trace from Round 4 of sequencing. 
 
Confirming Assembly with Restriction Digests 
 

a)    b)  
Figure 17: Final restriction digest maps to confirm assembly. a) SacI b) EcoRV with 
arrow indicating single discrepancy 

To confirm that my assembly is correct, I compared the in silico restriction digest 
map to the real one. The area of interest is from 1 to 10 kb, as these are the sizes of bands 
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most accurately measured by the computer reading the real digest. As seen in Figure 17, 
SacI real digest is nearly identical to the in silico one. EcoRV is also very similar, with a 
single discrepancy for the smallest band (~1.4 kb real, ~0.8kb in silico). The text output 
shows that this smallest band is cut at 4124-4928 on Contig 11, which not where the gap 
join is located. As seen in Figure 21, this is a repetitive area, which may account for 
differences in the otherwise matching digest maps. 
 
Tying up loose ends:  
 
 Before completing the checklist for my project, I resolved any remaining issues 
with my assembly. This consisted of checking all consensus sequences derived from 
single stranded chemistry. All areas located by Consed were high quality (phred > 30), 
and were tagged as such.  
 

 
Figure 18: Possible chimeric area. Yellow arrows point to unaligned reads, red arrow 
points to read that confirms consensus. 
 

A search for unaligned high quality regions gave two reads in the same location of 
Contig 5, which was tagged as a possible chimeric region (Figure 18). I believe these 
traces deo not represent the consensus sequence because at least one of them has what 
was labeled as a “possible growth difference” upstream of the chimeric region. 
Additionally, the consensus sequence is confirmed by a custom called read in the reverse 
direction. 
 
Misaligned reads 

As alluded to before in the section titled “Calling New Reads: Second Round,” 
there were misaligned reads that were manually removed and re-joined to contigs. This 
was done two times.  
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Initially, reads were pulled from both Contig 5 and 6 because they had a “Match 
Elsewhere High Quality” tag. These were all custom reads named “dmojfos****.**”. 
Before Round 2 reads were incorporated, Contig 14, consisting of dmojofos1914.g1, 
dmojofos1915.g1, and dmojofos1916.b1, was joined and then aligned to Contig 5. Contig 
16 consisted of reads dmojofos1907.b1, dmojofos1910.g1, and dmojofos1908.g1; this 
small contig aligned to Contig 6, but with a few high quality discrepancies. See Figure 19 
for assembly with Crossmatch run before force joins. 
 

 
Figure 19: Contigs 14 and 16 consist of reads pulled from Contigs 5 and 6 repetitive 
areas, and are joined back into Contigs 4 and 6, respectively. 
 
 After phredPhrap was run twice to incorporate data from Round 2 and 2a, I 
searched for these reads again, to see where they might fit into the main contig. After 
moving reads around, the main contig is now “Contig 11.” Dmojofos1914.g1 and 
dmojofos1916.b1 were incorporated into Contig 11 at (876-1655) and (698-1531), 
respectively, as represented in Figure 24. When first reassembling these reads, they were 
also aligned and joined to this area. Neither one had high quality discrepancies, so they 
were left in the contig. Shown in Figure 20, dmojofos1908.g1 was found to be highly 
discrepant compared to the consensus, but also showed a high quality repeat region in 
Contig 5. This read was pulled out to its own contig. Reads 1910 and 1915 were also both 
placed into their own contig by phredPhrap. 
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Figure 20: Arrow indicates Dmojfos1908 is unaligned high quality. 
 
 In search for strings of 24 bases, Contig 8 (dmojofos1908.g1) showed matches to 
several locations on Contig 5 and 8, indicating that the region is repetitive (Unit = 
gtacata). Figure 21 lists this repetitive nature. This information is helpful, however, 
because the major area of repetition from 4242-4405 is the problem area as seen by the 
EcoRV restriction digest (Refer to Figure 17b).  
 

 
Figure 21: Repetitious sequence on Contigs 5 and 8 (dmojfos1908.g1) as shown by 
multiple “Search for String” matches on the same contig. 
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 Dmojofos1915.g1 was complimented, and a search for string yielded a unique 
location match to Contig 5. Contigs were aligned and joined, resulting in a few high 
quality discrepancies. These were investigated and comment tagged as “Possible Growth 
Difference.” Dmoj1908.g1 and dmojofos1910.g1 were joined together, and then to an 
area of Contig 11 with homologous regions. However, this join created many high quality 
discrepancies, so these two reads were removed from the main contig. 
 

 
Figure 22: Misaligned dmojfos custom reads to be removed. 
 

In this region, I noticed that dmojfos1909 and 1906 were also highly discrepant, 
so I removed those reads from Contig 11 as well. Figure 22 displays how these reads do 
not align with the consensus.  

A check for mononucleotide runs and vector sequence was done with a ten-
nucleotide search for string. No results for the main contig were found for “G” or “X” 
repeats. Three “A” mononucleotide repeats were found, each of which had flanking 
sequence with high phred score. 
 
Future Directions: 
 
 The only unresolved areas of DMAC-48a are the two small areas of low 
consensus quality from 2866-2940 and 3301-3308. A sample of these regions (Figure 23) 
shows that the sequences do not crash here, but simply need better quality sequence 
through the area. More attempts at sequencing, possibly using better primers, or just a 
more successful sequence run could improve data here.  
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Figure 23: Traces from low consensus quality region on final contig. 
 

 
Figure 24: Final Assembly 
 

Other places that future research could investigate would be the two areas with a 
double high quality discrepancy (at bases 2463 and 2591 on the final assembly). These 
may be polymorphisms, growth differences, or unaligned reads. Consensus at these areas 
is of high quality, so they do not affect that aspect of the project. Lastly, the possible 
chimeric region near the 2800 bp region could be looked at. However, similar to the 
discrepancies, I am confident that the consensus sequence in this area represents the true 
sequence. 


